Financial Market Bubbles and Crashes, Second Edition

Economists broadly define financial asset price bubbles as episodes in which prices rise with notable rapidity and depart from historically established asset valuation multiples and relationships. Financial economists have for decades attempted to study and interpret bubbles through the prisms of rational expectations, efficient markets, and equilibrium arbitrage. However, they have not made much progress toward a consistent and reliable theory that explains how and why bubbles and crashes occur. This book presents a comprehensive and up-to-date overview of the current state of knowledge on financial market bubbles and crashes.
crashes evolve and can also be defined measured and compared this book develops a new and different approach that is based on the central notion that bubbles and crashes reflect urgent short side rationing which means that as such extreme conditions unfold considerations of quantities owned or not owned begin to displace considerations of price

International Financial Management

2012

an approach that blends theory and practice with real world data analysis international financial management seamlessly blends theory with the analysis of data examples and practical case situations overall bekaert hodrick equips future business leaders with the analytical tools they need to understand the issues make sound international financial decisions and manage the risks that businesses may face in today s competitive global environment all data in this edition has been updated to reflect the most recent information including coverage on the latest research global financial crisis and emerging markets

Prediction of Stock Market Index Movements with Machine Learning

2023-12-16

the book titled prediction of stock market index movements with machine learning focuses on the performance of machine learning methods in forecasting the future movements of stock market indexes and identifying the most advantageous methods that can be used across different stock exchanges in this context applications have been conducted on both developed and emerging market stock exchanges the stock market indexes of developed countries such as nyse 100 nikkei 225 ftse 100 cac 40 dax 30 ftse mib tsx and the stock market indexes of emerging countries such as sse bovespa rts nifty 50 idx ipc and bist 100 were selected the movement directions of these stock market indexes were predicted using decision trees random forests k nearest neighbors naive bayes logistic regression support vector machines and artificial neural networks methods daily dataset from 01 01 2012 to 31 12 2021 along with technical indicators were used as input data for analysis according to the results obtained it was determined that artificial neural networks were the most effective method during the examined period alongside artificial neural networks logistic regression and support vector machines methods were found to predict the movement direction of all indexes with an accuracy of over 70 additionally it was noted that while artificial neural networks were identified as the best method they did not necessarily achieve the highest
accuracy for all indexes in this context it was established that the performance of the examined methods varied among countries and indexes but did not differ based on the development levels of the countries as a conclusion artificial neural networks logistic regression and support vector machines methods are recommended as the most advantageous approaches for predicting stock market index movements

Theory Of Valuation (2nd Edition)

2005-07-12

the first edition of theory of valuation is a collection of important papers in the field of theoretical financial economics published from 1973 to 1986 and original accompanying essays contributed by eminent researchers including robert c merton edward c prescott stephen a ross and joseph e stiglitz since then with the perspective of major theoretical strides in the field the book has more than fulfilled its original expectations the realization that it remains today a compendium of classic articles and a must read for any serious student in theoretical financial economics has prompted the publication of a new edition this second edition presents a summary statement of significant research in theoretical financial economics for both the specialist and non specialist financial economist it also provides material for phd level courses covering valuation theory and elective reading for advanced master s and undergraduate courses in addition to reproducing the original contributions this edition includes the seminal paper by edward c prescott and rajnish mehra recursive competitive equilibrium the case of homogeneous households originally published in econometrica in 1980

Financial Valuation And Econometrics (2nd Edition)

2015-04-15

this book is an introduction to financial valuation and financial data analyses using econometric methods it is intended for advanced finance undergraduates and graduates most chapters in the book would contain one or more finance application examples where finance concepts and sometimes theory are taught this book is a modest attempt to bring together several important domains in financial valuation theory in econometrics modelling and in the empirical analyses of financial data these domains are highly intertwined and should be properly understood in order to correctly and effectively harness the power of data and statistical or econometrics methods for investment and financial decision making the contribution in this book and at the same time its novelty is in employing materials in basic econometrics particularly linear regression analyses and weaving into it threads of foundational finance theory concepts ideas and models it provides a clear pedagogical approach to allow very
effective learning by a finance student who wants to be well equipped in both theory and ability to research the data this is a handy book for finance professionals doing research to easily access the key techniques in data analyses using regression methods students learn all 3 skills at once finance econometrics and data analyses it provides for very solid and useful learning for advanced undergraduate and graduate students who wish to work in financial analyses risk analyses and financial research areas

Global Corporate Finance

2014-12-30

global corporate finance 2nd edition written by a son father team introduces students and practitioners to those principles essential to the understanding of global financial problems and the policies that global business managers contend with the objective of this book is to equip current and future business leaders with the tools they need to interpret the issues to make sound global financial decisions and to manage the wide variety of risks that modern businesses face in a competitive global environment in line with its objective the book stresses practical applications in a concise and straightforward manner without a complex treatment of theoretical concepts instructors who want students to possess practical job oriented skills in international finance will find this unique text ideal for their needs suitable for both undergraduate and graduate level courses in international finances this book is clearly the go to book on one most important aspect of corporate finance the revised 2nd edition offers updates to the chapters answers to some end of chapter problems and a number of practical case studies it also comes with a complete set of online ancillary materials including an instructor s manual a test bank of 500 multiple choice questions two sets of powerpoint lecture slides and separate detailed lecture notes the ancillary materials are available upon request for instructors who adopt this book as a course text

Bayesian Econometric Methods

2019-08-15

illustrates bayesian theory and application through a series of exercises in question and answer format

My Dissertation
2015

The Oxford Handbook of Banking, Second Edition

2014-11-27

the second edition of a comprehensive account of all the major aspects of the japanese economy substantially updated and expanded this textbook offers a comprehensive rigorous but accessible account of all the major aspects of the japanese economy grounding its approach in mainstream economics the second edition has been extensively revised and substantially updated with new material that covers japan s period of economic stagnation between 1991 and 2010 the first edition published in 1992 focused on japan as a success story of catch up economic development this edition reflects the lessons learned from japan s lost two decades after presenting the historical background the book begins with macroeconomics studying growth and business cycles it then covers essential policy issues with new material that takes into account the japanese banking crisis of 1997 1998 and the global financial crisis of 2008 2009 discussing financial regulation monetary policy and fiscal policy it goes on to examine saving demography and social security in light of japan s ongoing demographic transition industrial organization labor markets international trade and international finance and the japan u s relationship a new chapter offers a detailed analysis of the lost two decades synthesizing and applying concepts discussed in previous chapters and offering insights into such issues as successful catch up growth demographic shifts and credit booms and busts
The Japanese Economy, second edition

2020-01-28

This book provides a thorough survey of the model-based literature on optimal monetary policy in a stochastic setting. The survey begins with the literature of the 1970s, which focused on the information problem in policy design, and extends to the new Keynesian approach of the 1990s, which centered on evaluating alternative targeting strategies. New to the second edition is consideration of research since the world financial crisis on the role of financial markets and institutions in the conduct of monetary policy.

Optimal Monetary Policy under Uncertainty, Second Edition

2019

This title was first published in 2000. This text offers a comprehensive collection of selected papers from the 24th Centre for International Research on Economic Tendency Surveys (CIRET) Conference. Areas selected include leading indicators and turning points, classifications of business cycles, survey data and policy decisions, attitudes and behaviour of firms, and economic forecasting. The text aims to be of interest to all those concerned with the use of business and consumer surveys in a global context.


2018-02-06

Part 6: Financial Markets and the Macroeconomy
19. Asset Prices, Consumption, and the Business Cycle: J.Y. Campbell
24. Inflation Stabilization and BOP Crises in Developing Countries: G.A. Calvo, C.A. Vegh
26. Optimal Fiscal and Monetary Policy: V.V. Chari, P.J. Kehoe
Handbook of Macroeconomics
1999-12-13

this 2 volume work includes approximately 1 200 entries in a z order critically reviewing the literature on specific topics from abortion to world systems theory in addition nine major entries cover each of the major disciplines political economy management and business human geography politics sociology law psychology organizational behavior and the history and development of the social sciences in a broader sense

Tourism Economics
2008

how to learn both applied statistics econometrics and free open source software r this book allows students to have a sense of accomplishment by copying and pasting many hands on templates provided here the textbook is essential for anyone wishing to have a practical understanding of an extensive range of topics in econometrics no other text provides software snippets to learn so many new statistical tools with hands on examples the explicit knowledge of inputs and outputs of each new method allows the student to know which algorithm is worth studying the book offers sufficient theoretical and algorithmic details about a vast range of statistical techniques the second edition s preface lists the following topics generally absent in other textbooks i iteratively reweighted least squares ii pillar charts to represent 3d data iii stochastic frontier analysis sfa iv model selection with mallows cp criterion v hodrick prescott hp filter vi automatic arima models vi nonlinear granger causality using kernel regressions and bootstrap confidence intervals vii new keynesian phillips curve nkpc viii market neutral pairs trading using two cointegrated stocks ix artificial neural network ann for product specific forecasting x vector ar and varma models xi new tools for diagnosing the endogeneity problem xii the elegant set up of k class estimators and identification xiii probit logit models and heckman selection bias correction xiv receiver operating characteristic roc curves and areas under them xv confusion matrix xvi quantile regression xvii elastic net estimator xviii generalized correlations xix maximum entropy bootstrap for time series xx convergence concepts quantified xxi generalized partial correlation coefficients xxii panel data and duration survival models

Reader's Guide to the Social Sciences
2014-02-03
the book considers issues relevant to the european central bank in refining and communicating its strategy it offers a historical assessment of the bundesbank s strategy of monetary targeting conducted from 1974 to 1998 in contrast to several other prominent studies it is argued that money played a flexible but very important role in the conduct of its policy it also explores the implications of the identified monetary policy regime in the context of various theories of the money supply process the empirical analysis conducted in this study is based on a linear state space modelling approach which offers an appealing and direct representation of common stochastic trends the framework is less restrictive and it is encompassing in that it does not construe the persistent dynamics as being driven by pure random walk components


2022-04-08

die umfangreiche empirische literatur zur gültigkeit der erwartungstheorie der zinsstruktur in den usa hat einen u förmigen verlauf des informationsgehalts in längerfristigen zinsen für zukünftige kurzfristige zinsen nachgewiesen während Änderungen des tagesgeldzinses in den nächsten 30 tagen und Änderungen des einmonatszinses im nächsten monat gut prognostiziert werden können sind Änderungen des dreimonatszinses in den nächsten drei sowie Änderungen des sechsmonatszinses in den nächsten sechs monaten unprognostizierbar darüber hinaus wird festgestellt daß sich Änderungen langfristiger zinsen innerhalb der nächsten monate nicht vorhersagen lassen der autor untersucht anhand von euro dm geldmarktsätzen ob die deutschen zinsstrukturobservationen ein ähnliches muster aufweisen und wie dieses puzzle erklärt werden kann nach einer skizzierung der problemstellung werden in kapitel 2 unterschiedliche theorie der zinsstruktur dargestellt und die ökonometrisch methodischen testansätze der erwartungstheorie hergeleitet kapitel 3 enthält die eigentliche empirische analyse der euro dm geldmarktsätze da die erwartungstheorie in verbindung mit konstanten risikoprämien zu verwerfen ist wird in kapitel 4 der einfluß zeitvariabler risikoprämien diskutiert und mittels eines multivariaten arch ansatzes zeitvariable risikoprämien in der deutschen zinsstruktur nachgewiesen nachdem in kapitel 5 die auswirkungen irrationaler erwartungen aufgezeigt werden untersucht jörn wasmund in kapitel 6 ob die zinsstrukturobservationen auf geldpolitische zielsetzungen und deren umsetzung durch die zentralbank zurückführbar sind im letzten kapitel erfolgt eine zusammenfassung der ergebnisse

**Working Paper Series**

1986
since efron s profound paper on the bootstrap an enormous amount of effort has been spent on the development of bootstrap jackknife and other
resampling methods the primary goal of these computer intensive methods has been to provide statistical tools that work in complex situations
without imposing unrealistic or unverifiable assumptions about the data generating mechanism this book sets out to lay some of the foundations for
subsampling methodology and related methods

**Impacts of International Research on Intertemporal Yield Stability in Wheat and Maize**

2006

the gulf between macroeconomic theory and macroeconomic practice has never been greater this book bridges that gap

**Money Stock Control and Inflation Targeting in Germany**

2001-03-27

this comprehensive reference delivers a toolkit for harvesting market rewards from a wide range of investments written by a world renowned
industry expert the reference discusses how to forecast returns under different parameters expected returns of major asset classes investment
strategies and the effects of underlying risk factors such as growth inflation liquidity and different risk perspectives are also explained judging
expected returns requires balancing historical returns with both theoretical considerations and current market conditions expected returns provides
extensive empirical evidence surveys of risk based and behavioral theories and practical insights

**Time-varying Risk Premia and the Efficiency of the New Zealand Foreign Exchange Market**

1991

this book provides a systematic and coherent framework for understanding the interactions between the micro and macro dimensions of economic
adjustment policies that is it explores short run macroeconomic management and structural adjustment policies aimed at promoting economic
growth it emphasizes the importance of structural microeconomic characteristics in the transmission of policy shocks and the response of the economy to adjustment policies it has particular relevance to the economics of developing countries the book is directed to economists interested in an overview of the economics of reform economists in international organizations such as the un the imf and the world bank dealing with development and economists in developing countries it is also a text for advanced undergraduate students pursuing a degree in economic policy and management and students in political science and public policy

Die Erwartungstheorie der Zinsstruktur, Geldpolitik und zeitvariable Risikoprämien

2015

this book addresses issues associated with the interface of computing optimisation econometrics and financial modeling emphasizing computational optimisation methods and techniques the first part addresses optimisation problems and decision modeling plus applications of supply chain and worst case modeling and advances in methodological aspects of optimisation techniques the second part covers optimisation heuristics filtering signal extraction and time series models the final part discusses optimisation in portfolio selection and real option modeling

Subsampling

2012-12-06

the revised edition of the essential resource on macroeconometrics structural macroeconometrics provides a thorough overview and in depth exploration of methodologies models and techniques used to analyze forces shaping national economies in this thoroughly revised second edition david dejong and chetan dave emphasize time series econometrics and unite theoretical and empirical research while taking into account important new advances in the field the authors detail strategies for solving dynamic structural models and present the full range of methods for characterizing and evaluating empirical implications including calibration exercises method of moment procedures and likelihood based procedures both classical and bayesian the authors look at recent strides that have been made to enhance numerical efficiency consider the expanded applicability of dynamic factor models and examine the use of alternative assumptions involving learning and rational inattention on the part of decision makers the treatment of methodologies for obtaining nonlinear model representations has been expanded and linear and nonlinear model representations are integrated throughout the text the book offers a rich array of implementation algorithms sample empirical applications and supporting computer code structural macroeconometrics is the ideal textbook for graduate students seeking an introduction to macroeconomics
and econometrics and for advanced students pursuing applied research in macroeconomics the book's historical perspective along with its broad presentation of alternative methodologies makes it an indispensable resource for academics and professionals

**A Practical Guide to Macroeconomics**

2024-03-31

mit hilfe neuer ökonometrischer ansätze zeigt die arbeit die möglichkeit und grenzen der erklärung und der prognose von wechselkursänderungen teil 1 liefert in kompakter form einen Überblick über die verschiedenen theoretischen wechselkursmodelle im empirischen teil werden die analysetraditionen Ökonometrie und zeitreihenanalyse kombiniert durch die untersuchung auf langfristige kointegrationsbeziehungen und die kurzfristige dynamik lassen sich im Rahmen von var modellen rückschlüsse auf die wechselwirkungen zwischen den modellvariablen ziehen es werden die wichtigsten wechselkurse über den zeitraum von 1973 1991 untersucht durch eine kombination der analyseansätze lassen sich makroökonomische variablen konsistent auf dynamische anpassungsprozesse und auf langfristige gleichgewichtsbeziehungen untersuchen

**Expected Returns**

2011-03-14

in this thoroughly revised second edition of publish or perish imad a moosa extends and develops his analysis of the continual pressure to publish research which plagues the academic sphere perceptive and provocative the book identifies the duress placed upon academics to either publish their work regularly or face the negative consequences ranging from a lack of promotion to redundancy

**The Economics of Adjustment and Growth**

2004-09-30

finance is an area of business practice that has been deeply influenced by theoretical developments this book provides the basic theoretical
foundations necessary to understand how three broad classes of assets stocks options and bonds are valued on financial markets while developing the crucial concepts of market equilibrium and arbitrage the analysis is rigorous yet successfully bridges the gap between mathematical and non mathematical approaches to provide a book which will be of interest to both academics and practitioners

Optimisation, Econometric and Financial Analysis

2007-05-17

market volatility proposes an innovative theory backed by substantial statistical evidence on the causes of price fluctuations in speculative markets it challenges the standard efficient markets model for explaining asset prices by emphasizing the significant role that popular opinion or psychology can play in price volatility why does the stock market crash from time to time why does real estate go in and out of booms why do long term borrowing rates suddenly make surprising shifts market volatility represents a culmination of shiller s research on these questions over the last dozen years it contains reprints of major papers with new interpretive material for those unfamiliar with the issues new papers new surveys of relevant literature responses to critics data sets and reframing of basic conclusions included is work authored jointly with john y campbell karl e case sanford j grossman and jeremy j siegel market volatility sets out basic issues relevant to all markets in which prices make movements for speculative reasons and offers detailed analyses of the stock market the bond market and the real estate market it pursues the relations of these speculative prices and extends the analysis of speculative markets to macroeconomic activity in general in studies of the october 1987 stock market crash and boom and post boom housing markets market volatility reports on research directly aimed at collecting information about popular models and interpreting the consequences of belief in those models shiller asserts that popular models cause people to react incorrectly to economic data and believes that changing popular models themselves contribute significantly to price movements bearing no relation to fundamental shocks

Structural Macroeconometrics

2011-10-03

this is a newly revised second edition of a key macroeconomic textbook after explaining the historical development of the subject they show how rational expectations are handled in macro models the importance of structural micro founded models is explained with key examples of such structural models examined in detail and with extensions to the open economy policy implications are highlighted throughout methods for testing
These models against macro data behaviour are explained detailing the latest evidence on these models success.
Financial Securities

2013-12-19

construct and manage a high performance equity portfolio using today's most powerful quantitative methods. The classic guide that taught a generation of investors how to build high yield quant portfolios. Quantitative equity portfolio management has been fully updated with new data, research information, and insights along with the latest most powerful quantitative tools and methods. Renowned quant experts Ludwig Chincarini and Daehwan Kim walk you through the foundational principles of quantitative active management and explain how to build an equity portfolio using those powerful concepts. They provide clear explanations of all the topics you need to know from basic models, factors, and factor choice and stock screening and ranking to fundamental factor models, economic factor models, and forecasting factor premiums and exposures. Inside you'll find proven methodology for creating an equity portfolio that maximizes returns and minimizes risks. Techniques for creating a professionally managed portfolio. Practical melding of financial theory with real-world practice. Illustrative financial examples and case studies. Every chapter has accompanying practical problems with solutions and labs using real data available online. In addition, the book as a whole has online appendices covering a brief history of financial theory, fundamental models of stock returns, a basic review of mathematical and statistical concepts, an entertaining explanation and quantitative approach to the casino game of craps, and other on-target supplemental materials. Quantitative equity portfolio management delivers everything you need to build a solid equity portfolio for your clients.

Market Volatility

1992-01-30

The purpose of this book is to describe the intellectual process by which real business cycle models were developed. The approach taken focuses on the core elements in the development of RBC models: i) building blocks, ii) catalysts, and iii) meta-syntheses. This is done by detailed examination of all available unpublished variourum drafts of the key papers in the RBC story so as to determine the origins of the ideas. The analysis of the process of their discovery is then set out followed by explanations of the evolution and dissemination of the models from first generation papers through full
blown research programs this is supplemented by interviews and correspondence with the individuals who were at the center of the development of rbc models such as kydland prescott long plosser king lucas and barro among others this book gets stright to the heart of the debates surrounding rbc models and as such contributes to a real assessment of their impact on modern macroeconomics the volume therefore will interest all scholars looking at macroeconomics as well as historians of economic thought more generally

**Advanced Macroeconomics**

2019

quantitative finance is a combination of economics accounting statistics econometrics mathematics stochastic process and computer science and technology increasingly the tools of financial analysis are being applied to assess monitor and mitigate risk especially in the context of globalization market volatility and economic crisis this two volume handbook comprised of over 100 chapters is the most comprehensive resource in the field to date integrating the most current theory methodology policy and practical applications showcasing contributions from an international array of experts the handbook of quantitative finance and risk management is unparalleled in the breadth and depth of its coverage volume 1 presents an overview of quantitative finance and risk management research covering the essential theories policies and empirical methodologies used in the field chapters provide in depth discussion of portfolio theory and investment analysis volume 2 covers options and option pricing theory and risk management volume 3 presents a wide variety of models and analytical tools throughout the handbook offers illustrative case examples worked equations and extensive references additional features include chapter abstracts keywords and author and subject indices from arbitrage to yield spreads the handbook of quantitative finance and risk management will serve as an essential resource for academics educators students policymakers and practitioners

**Macroeconomic Theory**

2012-03-12
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Quantitative Equity Portfolio Management, Second Edition: An Active Approach to Portfolio Construction and Management

Real Business Cycle Models in Economics
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